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Standardized Zero Waste Signs on Your Bins

These signs are very educational and beneficial for students and staff to easily sort their waste in 3 different bins.
Every Zero Waste signs correlate with each other for easier recycling!
Cardboard boxes should be flattened before disposed into recycling.
CARDBOARD – NOW GOES IN THE BLUE COMMINGLED RECYCLING BIN

Cardboard is recyclable under paper materials.
• Large commingled item cannot go in the bins!
• Styrofoam is NOT recyclable except in one of the 10 designated collection bins
• Film strips are NOT recyclable!
• Pallets must be separated and stacked into piles
There are now Bins for large, packaging

Styrofoam only

• 10 locations at Science/Lab Building Loading Docks
• no packing peanuts
• no plastic wrapping
• no cardboard
THANK YOU FOR SHARING THIS RECYCLING INFORMATION WITH BUILDING OCCUPANTS!

Questions?

Email ucirecycles@uci.edu